Korean Stroke Society (KSS) was founded in 1998 by the experts in various fields of the stroke under a vision, "Seeking a healthy life of the people by overcoming a stroke." Even though it has not been 20 years since founded, it has developed as a society representing the stroke field of Korea, based on members' excellent capability and dedicated effort of the former officers.

From early on, KSS has made great efforts for internationalization. It has continued solidarity with Asia and Northern Europe through the Korea-Nordic joint symposium and Korea-Japan stroke symposium. Besides, it holds International Conference Stroke Update every two years, in which many famous experts in the world participate. Journal of Stroke, the English academic journal published by our society, is registered in Science citation index expanded journal list, so it became a journal specializing in the stroke, representing Asia beyond Korea.

To raise international awareness, our society support the members' research by developing Korean Stroke Registry as the representative database of the country for stroke patients. We are doing our best to raise each member's international awareness as well as our society's and to expand space for them to work globally.

Our society try to predict the changing environment of the future stroke treatment and to prepare for it. Besides, through continuous communication with the young generation and support, we prepare the ground for the next generation stroke experts to strive for study and treatment in better environment.

Please, visit the Korean Stroke Society (https://www.stroke.or.kr/eng/).
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